Nanotextured polymeric surfaces with inclined rods reveal highly anisotropic properties concerning wetting and adhesion. In this work, we report on the interaction of fibroblast cells with these highly anisotropic materials. The authors quantified removal of adherent cells from such surfaces by a laminar flow. The critical shear force needed for cell removal from the surface depends on the inclination direction. Based on electron microscopy cross sections we deduce that interactions of cellular filopodia extending into the nanotextured surface are causing the direction depending removal.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cell adhesion is an important phenomenon in many fundamental processes such as angiogenesis, cancer cell metastasis, and wound healing. [1] [2] [3] Cell adhesion on surfaces has been studied extensively using various in vitro techniques including micromanipulation techniques (e.g., micropipette aspiration, laser trapping), MEMS tools (e.g., micropillar arrays, microcantilever sensors), and microfabrication approaches (e.g., ECM micropatterning, microfluidic shear devices, micro/nano-substrates, traction force microscopy). [4] [5] [6] A number of studies have focused on microfluidic devices to investigate the effect of shear on cells to understand its relevance for physiological processes and to reveal biophysical properties of cells. [7] [8] [9] [10] These microchannels require minimal sample volume and are easy to fabricate that makes them attractive for high throughput screening and biomedical studies. 11, 12 Simple approaches of modifying the surface properties of microfluidic channels 13 while maintaining their mechanical properties are desirable for a range of cell culture applications, "organ-on-a-chip" devices 14 or the mimicking of blood flows to investigate metabolic mechanisms. 15 Our group applied microfluidics to quantify attachment strength and revealed the influence of hydration on fibroblast cell adhesion 16 and rolling and adhesion of hematopoietic progenitor cells on hyalurons. 17 Besides chemistry, morphology and especially morphologies on the nanoscale were found to be highly relevant for cell adhesion. Nanostructured biomaterials (e.g., polymers, ceramics, metals) promote specific interactions and functions with proteins and cells. 18 For example, nanotextured titanium enhances cell adhesion and osseointegration. 19, 20 It has been also shown that nanoscale roughness of polymeric scaffolds enhanced the adhesion and proliferation of bladder urothelial cells. 21 Cell adhesion studies on RGD-functionalized gold nanoparticles revealed that cell adhesion depends on both, the spacing and the geometric arrangement of nanoparticles. [22] [23] [24] Recently, Demirel et al. [25] [26] [27] synthesized bioinspired unidirectional surfaces for precisely tuning surface physicochemical properties. These surfaces, which comprise an asymmetric array of tilted nanorods, can transport water droplets in fluidic channels, 28 provide directional adhesion, 29 and exhibit directional friction. 30 So far it is unknown if anisotropies on the nanoscale affect cell adhesion. Here we report fibroblast adhesion assays in a microfluidic device coated with a unidirectional polymeric nanofilm. Specifically, we studied the directional removal of fibroblast cells from tilted poly(p-chloro-xylylene) nanorods (nanoPPX) by a hydrodynamic shear force, and quantified the influence of flow direction with respect to nanorod tilting orientation on the critical shear stress needed for cell removal. A laminar flow in a microfluidic device was applied in different directions relative to the nanorod tilting (Fig. 1) . Rat embryonic fibroblasts (REF52) were selected for the cell adhesion strength assay on nanoPPX substrates as a model cell line.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Preparation of nanoPPX-films on glass
A polished glass slide has been cleaned by successive immersions in HCl/CH 3 OH (1:1 v/v), deionized water, and concentrated H 2 SO 4 . Afterwards styrylethyltrimethoxysilane (Gelest, PA, USA) was used to form a self-assembled organosilane monolayer to enhance the adherence of the poly (p-chloro-xylylene) (PPX-Cl) film to the glass substrate. 31 The substrate was baked on a hotplate at 120 C for 4 min to complete the dehydration reaction that forms the siloxane bond between the organosilane and the glass substrate. PPXCl deposition was performed using a Parylene Deposition System PDS 2010 (SCS, Indianapolis, IN, USA) modified by using a glass bell jar (BOC Edwards, Wilmington, MA, USA) as vacuum chamber and a nozzle for directing the flow. [32] [33] [34] Source material, (2,2)-dichloroparacyclophane in powder form (Uniglobe-Kisco, Whiteplains, NY, USA), was heated to produce a directed vapor flux onto a substrate through the nozzle. The relative angle between the vapor flux and the substrate was varied by tilting the substrate. Deposition was performed at vapor-flux angles a of 10 with respect to the substrate surface resulting in columnar thin-film coatings of tilt angles b (i.e., 57 -63 ). Planar films were deposited by operating the coating system in normal configuration using a baffle to disperse the entering PPX-Cl vapor. Deposition parameters such as sublimation temperature, pyrolysis temperature and chamber vacuum were kept the same for both the planar and columnar film deposition; these values were set to 175 C, 690 C, and 32 Torr, respectively.
B. Cell culture
The cell adhesion strength on nanoPPX was evaluated in vitro using rat embryonic fibroblast cells (REF52), which serves as well characterized 35 model cell line from the connective tissue especially suited for cell adhesion studies. The cells were cultured in a humidified incubator with 5% CO 2 at 37 C. The culture medium was Dulbecco's modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1 mM L-glutamine, and 100 units per mL penicillin-streptomycin solution all purchased from Gibco (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany). The cells were harvested from tissue culture flasks by incubation with a 0.05% trypsin-EDTA solution for 5 min. Cells were rinsed with medium, resuspended in DMEM and diluted to 4 Â 10 5 cells per mL before injection into the channel system.
C. Microfluidic cell detachment assay
A custom built microfluidic setup was used as described in detail recently. 16 In brief, the setup comprises an incubator housed inverted microscope and a parallelized channel system as major components. The channel (25.0 mm Â 1.5 mm Â 145 lm) is situated between a glass channel and the nanoPPX coated glass substrate. The shear stress along the channel walls generated by a liquid flow can be described according to Poiseuille's model 36 with Eq. (1). The one-dimensional approximation is justified as the width of the channels is much larger than the height (w > 10h). The wall shear stress s, referred to as shear stress, depends on the volumetric flow rate Q, the viscosity of the fluid l ($0.72 Â 10 À3 kg m À1 s À1 for cell medium at 37 C 37 ) and the channel dimensions height h and width w. This simple model agrees with 3D numerical calculations 7 and with literature following the Purday approximation:
The flow was controlled by a custom built syringe pump at the channel outlet. For the cell detachment assay the flow was raised every 5 s by 26% to probe the wall shear stress over 5 orders of magnitude. The maximum shear stress exerted in this experiment can be as high as 3000 dyn cm
À2
, values high enough to remove even well spread cells. The fraction of adherent cells has been determined by time lapse microscopy during flow exposure every 5 s and the fraction of attached cells was plotted against a logarithmic shear stress scale. 16 The critical shear stress s 50 is defined as the removal of 50% of adherent cell population. 38 The video microscopy images and subsequent SEM images did not show major residual cell parts, which indicates that the cells are rather removed from the surface than ruptured. 39 
D. Sample Characterization
NanoPPX films have been characterized by using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) LEO 1530 (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) after the experiments (Fig. 2) . The substrates were sputtered with carbon and imaged at 3 keV electron energy and a working distance of 3-4 mm using secondary electron (SE) and backscattered electron (BE) detectors. Column tilt angles and film thicknesses were measured using the NIS-Elements software (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). Cross sections reveal the mean film height to be h ¼ 7.0 6 0.5 lm and the tilting angle b ¼ 57 -63 which is close to the theoretical expectation of 55
(
For electron micrographs, adherent fibroblasts on nanoPPX were fixed and critical point dried. Therefore, fibroblast cells were incubated in supplemented DMEM on nanoPPX for 5 h. The substrates were washed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and then incubated with 2% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 15 min at room temperature. After fixation, substrates were washed with PBS solution and PBS was exchanged for MilliQ water in three steps. Subsequently, the water was substituted by abs. ethanol in six steps (10 min each), starting with 50% ethanol. Finally samples were immersed two times in 100% abs. ethanol for 1 h to remove remaining water traces. The substrates were transferred into a critical point dryer (CPD 030, Bal-Tec, Schalksmühle, Germany) and ethanol was exchanged by CO 2 . Subsequently, the CO 2 was evaporated in the overcritical phase. Prior to SEM, the substrates were sputtered with carbon to render the surface conductive. Figure 3 shows the optical transparency of the nanoPPX films. Transmission measurements are done using the Varian Cary UV-Vis spectrophotometer. All measurements are made from 300 to 800 nm. The spectral bandwidth of the beam is 2 nm and the scanning rate is 600 nm/min. Oscillating data is typically observed for planar thin films. NanoPPX films become opaque in the visible region as the thickness of the film increases.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Flow direction depending removal of cells from nano-PPX NanoPPX substrates were mounted in the microfluidic channel in three orientations with respect to the applied shear stress (i.e., with, against, and perpendicular). REF52 fibroblasts were harvested from cell culture plates, and injected into the channel. The cells were incubated on nanoPPX films for 5 h inside the three microchannels. Towards the end of the incubation phase, the morphology of the cells appeared to be well spread, as found on a reference glass substrate in a fourth channel. Afterwards the microfluidic shear force assay for $250 cells in each channel was carried out. Therefore, the flow has gradually been increased every 5 seconds by 26% according to our recently published protocol. 16 The decreasing number of adherent cells was recorded over time as function of the applied shear force [ Fig. 4(a) ]. The weakest adherent fibroblasts were removed from the nanoPPX surface at shear forces exceeding 100 dyn/cm 2 [ Fig. 4(a) ]. In order to obtain sufficient statistics, the critical shear stress was determined by four independent experiments for each tilting direction. The analysis revealed that cells were removed at higher critical shear stress if the flow was applied "against" and "perpendicular" with respect to the tilting direction (705 6 63 dyn/cm 2 and 695 6 34 dyn/cm 2 , respectively), but at much lower shear force "with" tilting direction (465 6 48 dyn/cm 2 ) [ Fig. 4(b) ]. The absolute values are characteristic for a surface which allows the cells to adhere rather strongly. For comparison, the critical shear stress needed for removal of fibroblasts from a fibrinogen or collagen coated glass slide is in the order of 1000 dyn/cm 2 or higher, 41 from an uncoated glass slide in the order of 700 dyn/cm 2 (Refs. 16 and 41), and from a selfassembled monolayer with three ethylene glycol units in the order of 3 dyn/cm 2 (very weak adhesion).
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B. Electron micrographs of adherent cells on nano-PPX
In order to understand the observed differences in cell removal, we investigated the shape and the spreading process of the cells by optical, fluorescence and electron microscopy in greater detail. The opaque nature of the nanostructured polymer (Fig. 3 ) hampered light and fluorescent microscopy, and it was not possible to obtain images, which allowed drawing mechanistic conclusions on focal contacts or attachment of filopodiae. Therefore, we restricted morphological analysis of the adherent fibroblasts on nanoPPX to scanning electron microscopy. SEM images revealed the cell morphology in greater detail (Fig. 5) . Most of the cells were well spread and established filopodiae at their periphery comparable to the adhesion on glass. Also, no obvious distortion of cell orientation or shape due to the anisotropy of the substrate was detected. Images at higher magnification revealed that some of the peripheral filopodiae penetrate into the randomly distributed defects between the nanorods.
The isotropic cell spreading on nanoPPX films indicates that cells do not actively respond to the anisotropic surface, e.g., by unidirectional elongation. Recently, tribology experiments 30 on nanoPPX surfaces revealed that sliding forces across the surface exhibit also a directional dependence. In these measurements, the indenter tip is forced perpendicular to the surface while recording the force required moving it laterally. The mechanical response to sliding was studied relative to the film structural anisotropy by examining contact friction and deformation in three sliding orientations: "with," "against," and "perpendicular" to the tilt axis of the columns. Friction coefficients were uniformly high (0.5-1.5) for all orientations. Neither frictional anisotropy nor depth hysteresis was observed for sliding perpendicular to the column tilt axis. However, sliding with and against the column tilt axis resulted in measurable friction anisotropy as well as depth hysteresis, with larger contact depths and higher friction coefficients for sliding with the column tilt. Our experiments indicate that such asymmetric sliding resistance has no obvious effect on the cell spreading process.
Tilted cross section SEM images show that the filopodiae are anchored in the substrate as they were able to penetrate in between the nanorods (Fig. 6) . The filopodiae reach up to 0.5 lm inside the substrate between the nanorods. This leads to a possible explanation for the increased capability of the cells to withstand the fluid shear stress when flow is applied against or perpendicular to the tilting direction of the PPX nanorods. The applied flow exerted a shear stress parallel to the substrate, either with anchoring direction or against it as sketched in Fig. 7 . The directionality of anchoring could be one reason for the reduced critical shear stress necessary to remove the cells, as the filaments can easier be pulled out of the surface when the shear force is applied with the direction along nanorod tilting. The force balance can be described by Laufenburger's dynamic model for cell adhesion, 42 which predicts removal once the applied shear stress s exceeds the counteracting adhesion force F x . F x denotes the adhesion force of the filaments if removed parallel to the nanorods F 1 (Fig. 7) . As the shear stress s is applied perpendicular to the surface, the inclination angle of the nanorods b causes a different geometric situation for the anchoring filopodiae, depending in which direction the shear is applied. As a consequence, both, the torque d and the bending modulus of the filaments over the top of the rods will contribute to the force balance parallel to the surface and ultimately lead to a different geometric equilibrium condition for the critical shear stress for removal along the two tilting directions.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated that cell adhesion on a directional surface in the form of nanorods leads to an anisotropic removal behavior in our microfluidic attachment strength assay. Cross section micrographs suggest that filopodia penetrating in between the polymer rods are responsible for the anisotropic removal. The different force contributions were discussed on the basis of Laufenburger's dynamic model of adhesion. Future research will focus on the effect of inclination angle, chemistry and mechanical stiffness on directional cell adhesion and correlation with cytoskeletal processes.
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